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The History of the Yoni Egg practice spans thousands of years, and I imagine it formed part 
of the tantric teachings and mastery within the temple of Isis, building women’s vitality 
through their sacred sexual energy.   The Jade Egg practice, a tantric methodology,  origi-
nates from China and is a Taoist spiritual tradition that utilises the Jade yoni egg. The Jade 
egg has many benefits along with being a native gem of China.  In Chinese culture, Jade is 
considered a very precious stone, even more valuable to them than gold and has the title 
of ‘The Stone of Heaven”.  Jade is the ‘Fertility’ stone so it makes sense that this stone was 
used within the most fertile area of a woman’s body. It has the perfect energy for a sacred 
feminine practice.  This Taoist Jade Egg lineage was a secret occult spiritual path of femi-
nine mastery.   The practice unlocks higher awakened emotional and physical states that 
support enlightenment through a direct connection with the Womb and sexual energy and 
Eros within. The Jade Egg practice includes heightened sensory awareness,  longevity, vi-
tality and sacred union.

According to the Jade Egg tradition, mothers passed on their Jade Eggs to their newly men-
struating daughters as a symbol of initiation and rite of passage into womanhood. It is a 
sacred power object that was the Jade Egg of their grandmothers before them. When they 
received their precious egg, they were empowered with a powerful lineage of womb wis-
dom, this being an ancient practice of womb-wisdom sharing. 

THE LINEAGE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6RE5DXLuHQ&t=8s


Vaginal and womb consciousness creates confidence and reclaims our yoni power. 
The practice and artistry of the yoni egg begin with the ritual of harmonising with the 
egg,  sleeping with the egg and tantric body touch.  When prepared, the first physical 
practices that should be utilised (see the ritual on page 15) are the yoni egg’s insert-
ing and birthing. These are the first and most important levels of mastery. 

There are typically three sizes to choose from when buying a Yoni Eggs: small (2.0–4.0 
cm), medium (3.0–4.5 cm), and large (4.0–5.5 cm). The eggs come drilled or undrilled. 
I suggest a drilled medium-sized egg as you can use a string to move the egg up and 
down the vaginal canal and to remove it with ease.  Removing or birthing your Yoni 
Egg requires patience,  softness and self-love.  It is an art of letting go and unravelling 
that is developed over time as an integral part of the practice.  Forcing the Yoni Egg in 
or out of your sacred Rose Temple is not conducive to the method as it tenses the ca-
nal and locks the egg in place, preventing it from exiting or entering. Pushing, forcing 
and controlling causes the natural magic and reciprocity exchange within the sexual 
centre and yoni to polarize.  Therefore, it is key to open relax and breathe throughout 
any practice of inserting or birthing the egg. 

“The beauty of being a beginner is the journey of decoding Yoni’s intelligence and 
realising how infinite, vast, and enlightened “she” is already.” 

Womb
wisdom 

Mary Magdalene

“Within you lives the 
cosmos, the cosmic 
rose.”



Your G-Spot, also called The Goddess spot or inner Pearl, is known as 
‘Second Gateway’ in esoteric schools of Tantra and Divine Feminine mystery 
schools.  This sacred gateway is a doorway into the sexual mysteries and it is 
recognised as a seat of sacred wisdom, knowledge and bliss.   

This pearl gate, when attuned to, opened and reclaimed,  activates the Rose 
within bringing about deep purification and healing. When this gateway is softly 
activated it contains the potential to open one into an expanded feeling state of 
deep gratitude, wisdom, love and pleasure.  It is a sacred portal into a unique 
aspect of Divine Consciousness. 

This gateway is a direct portal into our inner sensual universe and to the wis-
dom contained within our sexual essence.  It is an initiatory passageway of 
sensual awakening and expression and when consciously stimulated produces 
ejaculatory fluid, called Amrita. We touched on this in the Sapphire Temple as it 
forms the water element within our bodies.   

The inner Goddess Pearl is considered the female prostate gland and is located 
on the anterior wall of the vagina. It contains a network of erectile tissues as well 
as 38 to 40 ducts and glands. This spongy tissue is made up of special cells that 
are capable of becoming engorged during sexual arousal. To access your God-
dess Spot place a finger into the Yoni and on the upper ridge of the Yoni (not too 
far in ), you will feel a ridged spongy area of tissue that may feel sensitive. Take 
your time to reconnect and to feel the Yoni.  Imagine a pink lavender pearl and 
breathe deeply to activate the vast wisdom and sensory network that is held 
distilled at this point until unlocked. 

Inner Rose Gate
ANATOMY



 
 
 
 
 
Amrita is the female nectar and it is a sacred fluid that flows through the urethra when 
activated. During stimulation, the fluid builds up and flows/releases during the climax 
point. Like womb blood, it contains the seeds of life’s essence, sensual pleasure and it is 
our birthright to experience the sacred nectar of our body temple.
 
The white spring of Avalon is a symbol of the masculine fluids but also the sacred 
Amrita female fluid. Mary Magdalene as a High Tantric Priestess was trained in the art 
and mastery of the sacred fluids and conjured the sacred fluids as part of the ceremony, 
creating elixirs and seeding intentions into the land.
 
In ancient times past, during the Beltane fires,  partners would make love upon the land 
and the Amrita and waters from the male and female union were a gift to the lands.
 
Amrita fluid is a rich and nourishing sensual fluid that transforms the body of light and 
holds within components such as PSA (prostate-specific antigen), peptides and over 
700 proteins. These elements are not found in any other fluids within the female body 
apart from sharing some qualities within moon blood.
 
High Tantric Teachings of Isis include the initiatory path of healing through the 7 gate-
ways to heaven. This is the art and mastery of harnessing cultivating and building inner 
divine nectar and water to journey through the 7 gateways of heaven within the female 
body. This is a body of work with Mary Magdalene shared in the sacred rose mystery 
school. 

AMRITA
Sacred Waters



Gifts 
within the Yoni Practice

 

You can cultivate a higher level of awareness and sensitivity, focus, clarity and strength, by bringing a general awareness 
and power to the vaginal muscles. 

You can experience new levels of flow and connection to your Yoni, life-force and sexual anatomy. . The ritual practice 
soothes the muscles and invigorates new energised and healthy patterns into yoni and womb. 

It builds up your inner confidence and sexual expression. 

You can experience your sensual potential and orgasmic nature that comes from toning, resetting and generating more 
lubrication through the natural arousal of sensual fluids. 

You can support your body to enhance its fertility flow and connection to the inner rose cycles of the womb. 

It is an amazing way to remember your innate womb wisdom and anatomy. It re-educates women on the physical 
nature of the womb and yoni and heals past trauma related to not being contained within the intelligence and capacity 
of Womanhood.   The Yoni egg will reunite the physical with the blueprint of our sexual life force. 

This is sacred ritual practice that trains the body, mind and spirit to let go of fear and imprints in the body to attain 
higher levels of perception and well-being. The egg is a powerful tool and talisman that becomes your guide and men-
tor. They are made from the Earth Mother which is the same ‘Matter’ our bodies are made from. Therefore, the egg can 
support healing both the physical and the energetic with its grounding pure attributes.  The egg is interconnected to 
the crystalline grid of unity and nature. Each egg has its elemental guardians that reunite the user with Gaia’s wisdom 
and primordial nature.  

The physical and energetic stimulation from our egg releases bounded fear in our wombs, giving us the direct sensory 
perception of our internal state of being. The practices include training our minds, bodies, and spirits to let go of these 
fears from our wombs. The life-force energy accompanied by sexual release affects all the bodies, emotional, mental, 
physical and spiritual. The physical touch of the egg with the yoni canal is the boosting of the circulation of blood 
which ushers in internal well-being into this area.  Increased blood flow builds up the strength of the life force (sexual 
energy) and accelerates tissue repairing of miscreation imprints on the yoni and supporting the yoni’s innate abilities 
to rejuvenate and heal naturally.  
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SOUL’S JOURNEY OF 
WOMAN.

“How a woman relates sexually “How a woman relates sexually 
in her l i fe  is  deeply connected to in her l i fe  is  deeply connected to 
her her 
groundedness,  her sense of groundedness,  her sense of 
self-  esteem and her abil ity to self-  esteem and her abil ity to 
receive and transmit  powers and receive and transmit  powers and 
energies of  transformation.” energies of  transformation.” 

Vicki  Noble

The ritual is performed over 7 days beginning on a New 
Moon or when you are guided. The New Moon is an ideal 
time to begin the ritual due to its magnetic forces to repro-
gram,  set and seed powerful intentions.  The dark Moon is 
especially powerful to clear your yoni egg of any mis -cre-
ational sexual energy as well as charging it with your high-
est intentional energy too.  

Day 1- Come into stillness for at least 10 minutes with 
your Yoni Egg. Do this at your altar, in a sacred sanctuary 
space or nature. Breathe deeply,  attune and open your 
heart and womb to the Yoni Egg and its mysteries. Place 
the Egg in a chalice of spring water for a day and a night. 
You can charge the water with your love and the grace of 
the Divine Goddess and consciously bring the blessings of 
your soul into the water. Finally, add rose petals or jasmine 
flowers to the water and as you place them in, speak words 
of power and sing a healing song.

Day 2-5 Find a place in your garden where you can bury 
your Yoni Egg. Dig a hole and become aware of the nature 
around you. What flowers, trees or greenery are growing 
around this area and supporting this ritual?

Bury the Yoni Egg into the earth for 3 days and 3 nights. 
You can simply do this or you can create a beautiful rose 
ceremony using song, rose petals, rose elixir and your full 
presence. Each day bring your awareness and stillness to 
your Egg by sitting and meditation next to where it is buried 
or going into the inner planes and travelling with your Egg 
into the wisdom and elementals of Gaia.  

Day 5 - Your Yoni Egg has now been resting in the Womb 
of the Earth and reconnecting with her essence, recalibrat-
ing and rejuvenating in readiness for your journey together. 
It is attuned and has reconnected to Gaia,  the crystalline 

grid and the vibrational energies of well-being and nature. 
Bring the Yoni Egg out of the ground and wash her cere-
monially with your intention of love, of grace. Call on your 
higher self and create the most beautiful water blessing 
and ceremony for the Egg and your sacred waters within.  
Place the Egg onto your altar for 1 night. 

Day 6- In your sanctuary come to lying on your back in 
savasana and place the Yoni Egg on your naked heart. Use 
the following incantation before you receive the heart’s 
blessings. 

My Body is a Rose Temple

I awaken the Rose within. 

Casting a Christ Cocoon of light 3 feet in diameter around my body.  

I surrender to the soft loving protection and grace of the Goddess. 

I bathe in the Rose Flame. 

Blessed Be. 

Listen to the Heart’s Blessings audio in the rose sanc-
tuary. 

On this night place your egg under your pillow with a rose or 
a flower of your choice. Take a few drops of mugwort tinc-
ture or rose elixir and sleep with your Yoni egg. Call upon 
the Lemurian dreamers and bathe in your sweet union. 

Day 7 - During this day you can fully charge your egg with 
your personal intention and ready yourself for the initia-
tion. Journal and document your experience and bow to 
the loving tender bond that has been building between 
you.  

7-DAY YONI EGG RITUAL

http://Listen to the Heart’s Blessings audio in the rose sanctuary.  
http://Listen to the Heart’s Blessings audio in the rose sanctuary.  


YONI 
Reflexolgy
 

The is a beautiful and ancient art that comes from the Taoists lineage and utilises the Yoni or 
Jade egg to activate intimate reflex points within our Vagina. These reflex points, like the ones 
on our body, connect and correspond to specific meridians, organs, emotions, neural patterns 
and physical experiences. According to the Tao, the most powerful points are within the Yoni. 
These reflex points can be activated through intentions, touch with the yoni egg and the breath. 
Once they are activated, they receive greater levels of life force and circulation,  which over time 
opens your inner sanctuary to higher levels of sensitivity, sensuality and sexual expression. In 
the Tao, it is believed the sexual organs are the root of all life. Sexual energy; is life energy they 
are the same. 

 Below is a guide on the particular reflex points and the sounds that you can use to guide heal-
ing and activation when you begin to explore your anatomy. 

 Kidney – Entrance of the yoni and Goddess/G-spot area. When out of balance we feel fearful 
and when healthy,  the kidney corresponds to greater calm and peacefulness. The sound used 
to connect to this point is Wooo (like blowing out a candle.)

 Liver – The liver point is in the area of the Goddess G-spot and a little further in the vaginal 
canal. Activating the liver opens the body to healing and resolving deep tension anger, rage 
through love, connection and harmony.  When you are connecting to this point, the sound to 
use is SHHHH ( tongue near the palate.)

 Spleen/Pancreas – The Speen/ Pancreas point is the zone before the cervix and when out of 
balance we might feel worried, anxious and low in self-esteem. When we heal and connect to 
this point, we release built-up tension and become grounded, empowered and centred. When 
you are connecting to this point, the sound to use is WHOOOO ( from the throat guttural).

INSERTING YOUR 
EGG
Now you have done the 7-day ritual and activated 
the Yoni Egg you can begin to integrate it into your 
self-care routine. The sensual awakening of the body 
requires patience and time and begins with the Yoni 
gazing ceremony. Once we have come to the point of 
gazing at our yoni, we can begin to integrate sacred 
touch to the whole of the body. Coming to the breast 
and then the Yoni last.  You can use beautiful rose oil 
or an organic oil that is sensitive. Take your time and 
integrate prayer, loving thoughts and sounding. 

The whole time remain centred on your beauty, glory 
and luminous feminine light. We refrain from the im-
agery of ‘another’ turning us on and we conjure the 
power of our imagination to receive light, rainbows, 
love, unity, angelic healing rays, colours, geometry 
and sound into our Yoni and Womb. The more relaxed 
and sensually aware you are, the more open the body 
is for the sacred practice. 

Always ask permission before you begin the insertion. 
Learning to listen to your body is one of the keys to 
being fully aligned to the wisdom of the womb, your 
sexuality and rhythms. A technique for asking permis-
sion is to place one hand on the heart and one onto 
your womb/genitals and rest for a moment. Sound 
and breathe deeply until you feel the connection be-
tween your heart and your womb/genitals is strong. 
Imagine there is warmth flowing down from your heart 
and enveloping the womb and Yoni.       

Be still and revere your body and ask your womb/Yoni 
permission to put the Yoni Egg inside and then receive 
the response.

The preparatory sipping practice: Bring the fat end of 
your Jade Egg to the opening of your Yoni, just inside 
the inner labia. Gently move your egg in a circle and 
slowly search for the best angle for your egg, where it 
feels like it will easily move into your body. Once you 
have found that spot, just take a few breaths and relax 
there for a moment. 

As you inhale, gently sip or squeeze (gentle engage-
ment of yoni muscles)  the tip of your Yoni /Jade Egg 
with your inner labia. Upon exhaling, relax your grip 
and feel like your vaginal canal yawns open. It might 
help you to pretend to yawn with your mouth when 
you do this as it will translate into your pelvic floor. 
What you are doing is creating a vacuum that will draw 
in your egg. Do this sipping and yawning until you feel 
your egg start to move inwards.

 You can apply very light pressure with the hand that is 
holding the egg to encourage it to move inwards, tak-
ing your time, and never forcing your egg in. The yoni 
loves to be entered gently, with love and honour. 



Lung – The lung can be expressed through low energy, and an out of  balanced immune system, 
especially in the respiratory system. The lung point is often the most untouched area, as it’s located 
around the cervix rather than the cervix itself. When it’s healthy we feel confident and self-assured. 
The sound to use when you are connecting to this point is SSSSS ( tongue behind teeth.)

Heart – The deepest core of our inner sanctuary. Our temple of love,  located at the cervix itself. 
When we awaken this point, we can release all memories and energetic imprints released to heart-
break and separation to love. This is the most profound healing point and expands the heart into 
new blissful states of trust and passion. In communion with this point, we can experience the more 
powerful heart-felt orgasms. The sound to use when you are connecting to this point is HAWWW ( 
mouth wide open).



AFTER CARE

Clean your egg after practice or wear 
, by removing and disposing of the 
thread, blowing through the hole to 
clear any build-up, and rinse thor-
oughly with warm water and let it sit 

to dry. Do not use soap. You may use 
a few drops of tea-tree or grapefruit 

seed extract in a glass of warm water as 
a cleansing soak, rinse afterwards. Occa-

sionally, give your egg a salt bath to clear 
any build-up of energy. 

Remember, always use fresh thread with each 
use.  

 Birthing your egg

Come into a deep squat position to remove 
your yoni/jade egg and gently draw it down into 
your base by activating and engaging the vagi-
nal muscles. Relax and allow the body to guide 
you into birthing the Egg. You can use your fin-
gers softly to scoop the yoni egg out.  For string 
users, gently draw on the thread and the egg will 
come out.  

Recommended Floss for your egg. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/RADIUS-Natural-Floss-Pure-Unscented/dp/B014S9NTGK/ref=sr_1_5?adgrpid=53951826235&dchild=1&gclid=Cj0KCQjwh_eFBhDZARIsALHjIKd5ysGYdqV25PIsExisxLhh1R_8avnR72wbmOT0gCV5HoqGHO-hz4AaAuy-EALw_wcB&hvadid=259116028471&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=1007129&hvnetw=g&hvqmt=e&hvrand=13830210557617687266&hvtargid=kwd-299385075306&hydadcr=11036_1750148&keywords=radius+natural+silk+floss&qid=1623059946&sr=8-5

